
 
 
 

1) Commissioner Julie Fedorchak (ND PSC) asked for the RTOs to identify which Market-to-Market (M2M) 
coordination recommendations are on their respective market roadmaps. 

 
MISO Response:  In the table below MISO has listed the IMM’s M2M recommendations as well as those 
for Coordinated Transaction Scheduling (CTS) and Interface Pricing.  Next to the recommendations we 
have outlined if the recommendations have been included in the current MISO Integrated Roadmap, the 
2019 IMM State of the Market, as well as some additional clarifying comments.  Additionally, we have 
included an appendix that provides more detail and background on the referenced IMM State of the 
Market recommendations. 
 

MISO IMM Recommendations  
for the MISO/SPP Seam 

Current 
MISO 

Integrated 
Roadmap 

2019 IMM 
State of the 

Market 
Report 
(SOM) 

Additional  
Comments 

Market-to-Market Coordination 
Testing Criteria: Introduce a test based on the available 
flow relief that can be provided by the non-monitoring 
RTO as a replacement for its current five percent shift 
factor test. 

 

- 2019-2 

New recommendation.  
MISO will be reviewing and 

providing its response at 
the November Market 

Subcommittee meeting. 
Administration of Testing and Activation: Improve the 
automation and procedures related to the testing and 
activation components of the M2M process. 

 
- - 

MISO made improvements in 
response to SOM 

recommendation 2016-2.  
Further enhancements are 

scheduled to be 
implemented in 2022. 

Short-Term Relief Request Improvements:  Base relief 
requests on the marginal costs of providing relief and an 
automated means to control for constraint 
“oscillations” or “power swings”. 

 

- 2019-1 

New recommendation.  
MISO will be reviewing and 

providing its response at 
the November Market 

Subcommittee meeting. 
Long-Term Relief Request Improvements:  Utilize 
dynamic transmission constraint demand curves to 
more accurately reflect the actual and expected relief 
provided by the non-monitoring RTO in the dispatch of 
the monitoring RTO. 

 

- 2019-1 

New recommendation.  
MISO will be reviewing and 

providing its response at 
the November Market 

Subcommittee meeting. 

SPP Day-Ahead Modeling of MISO M2M Constraints:  
SPP should improve its modeling of MISO’s M2M 
constraints, particularly those that have recently bound 
or are expected to bind in MISO’s real-time market. 

 

Not  
Applicable to 

MISO 
- - 

MISO Modeling of SPP Constraints:  MISO should 
reduce or eliminate its GSF cutoff for low-voltage and 
M2M constraints to improve its ability to provide relief 
on these constraints. This should lower its M2M 
settlement costs and improve its FTR funding. 
 

IR078 
(Low Priority) 

2018-2 See appendix 

 
 

 
Seams Liaison Committee 

Follow-Up Questions: September 17, 2020 
 



 
Coordinated Transaction Scheduling (CTS):  With 
changes to improve price forecasts or clear near real-
time, remove fees from CTS transactions, and tie ramp 
constraints for CTS to the markets’ abilities to provide 
ramp, the benefits of CTS can be unlocked. 
 

IR052 
(Parking Lot) 

 
IR066 

(Parking Lot) 

2019-4 
2017-2 

 
See appendix 

Interface Pricing:  SPP and MISO each modify their 
respective interface prices to include only the 
congestion on their own monitored constraints 
 

- 
(Inactive) 

2012-3 See appendix 

 
 

2) Commissioner Fedorchak requested that the RTOs review the presentation from Carolyn Wetterlin on 
behalf of the MISO Transmission Owners on rate pancaking and provide a response to their five 
recommendations (listed below). 

i. Inventory types of rate pancaking that occurs on or near the seams. 
ii. Evaluate the costs and savings of mitigating pancaked rates to transmission owners and customers 

in both RTOs. 
iii. Identify inconsistencies in transmission charges by the RTOs (interpretation of the Joint 

Operating Agreement). 
iv. Evaluate impacts of pancaked rates resulting from interregional projects whether they are driven 

by market efficiency, NERC reliability, local TO reliability, or have particular drivers like point load 
additions or generation retirements. 

v. Recommend potential tariff modifications in lieu of pancaked rates. 
 

MISO Response:  MISO is supportive of the recommendations included in the MISO TO presentation on 
rate pancaking. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
APPENDIX: 
 
State of the Market Report Recommendations 
 
2019-2: IMPROVE THE TESTING CRITERIA DEFINING MARKET-TO-MARKET CONSTRAINTS  
 
Similar to relief request software, the rules for determining constraints that qualify as flowgates have not 
been significantly revised since 2004. The original intent was to identify constraints that will benefit from 
M2M coordination or for which the NMRTO’s market flows are a substantial contributor to the 
congestion. Coordinating on such constraints will also improve price signals in the NMRTO’s area. 
Currently, a constraint will be identified as a M2M constraint when the NMRTO has:  
 

• A generator with a shift factor greater than 5 percent; or 
• Market flows over the MRTO’s constraint of greater than 25 percent of the total flows (SPP JOA) 

or 35 percent of the total flows (PJM JOA). 
 
These two tests are not optimal in identifying constraints that would benefit from coordination because 
they do not consider the economic relief the NMRTO will likely have available. As detailed in the body of 
the report, our analysis shows that alternative tests may do a better job of identifying the most valuable 
constraints to define as M2M constraints. Our analysis shows that a number of constraints are 
coordinated where the NMRTO has very little effective relief or market flow, while other constraints are 
not coordinated where in aggregate the NMRTO does have significant effective relief. Accordingly, we 
recommend that MISO work with PJM and SPP to introduce a test based on the available flow relief that 
can be provided by the NMRTO as a replacement for the current five percent shift factor test.  
 
Status: This is new recommendation. 
 
2019-1: IMPROVE THE RELIEF REQUEST SOFTWARE FOR MARKET-TO-MARKET COORDINATION  
 
A key component of successful market-to-market (M2M) coordination is optimizing the amount of relief 
that the monitoring RTO (MRTO) requests from the non-monitoring RTO (NMRTO). If the request is too 
low, then the NMRTO will not provide all of its economic relief, resulting in higher congestion costs and 
potentially higher settlement costs for the NMRTO. If the request is too high, it can result in congestion 
oscillation that can raise costs. We find that the current relief request software does not always request 
enough relief from the NMRTO. This is evident when the NMRTO’s cost of providing relief (shadow price) 
is much lower than the MRTO’s cost of managing the constraint. This can occur because the current 
software does not consider the shadow price differences between the RTOs. Therefore, when the 
NMRTO’s shadow price is much lower and not converging with the MRTO’s shadow price, the software 
should be modified to increase the relief requested from the NMRTO. This would lower congestion costs 
and accelerate convergence. At other times, the software can request too much relief and cause constraint 
oscillation. Oscillation is a term used by M2M operators indicating that the constraint is binding and 
unbinding in subsequent intervals. In these instances, the NMRTO over-relieves the constraint in the first 
interval such that it unbinds, which causes the MRTO to ask for no relief in the second interval and for the 
constraint to bind severely in the third interval. To improve the M2M coordination, we recommend that 
MISO consider the following short and long-term improvements to the relief requests. In the short-term, 
MISO should base relief requests on the RTOs’ respective shadow prices and implement an automated 
means to control for constraint oscillations. In the long-term, MISO should use dynamic transmission 
constraint demand curves to more accurately reflect the actual relief provided by the NMRTO in the 
dispatch of the MRTO.  
 
Status: This is new recommendation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
2018-2: LOWER GSF CUTOFF FOR CONSTRAINTS WITH LIMITED RELIEF  
 
MISO currently employs a 1.5 percent generator shift factor (“GSF”) cutoff to identify which generators to 
optimize in its dispatch when managing the flows on a transmission constraint. This limits the number of 
generators that are assumed to substantially affect the flows on a constraint and is done primarily to 
ensure that the dispatch model will solve in a reasonable amount of time. In most cases, this is a reasonable 
cutoff. However, there are a limited number of constraints, which are generally at lower voltage levels, 
where employing a 1.5 percent cutoff eliminates most or all of the economic relief available to manage the 
constraint. This can greatly increase the costs of managing the constraints and can, in some case, raise 
reliability concerns. In 2018, $70 million in congestion occurred on such constraints. To improve the 
management of congestion on these constraints, we recommend that MISO implement the capability to 
employ a lower GSF cutoff for the dispatch model for a limited number of constraints. In addition to 
improving economic efficiency, this will also address some M2M settlement issues that arise because the 
market flows calculated for market-to-market settlements do not employ a GSF cutoff.  
 
MISO Response: MISO believes this requires further technical evaluation to analyze, evaluate, and further 
discuss the appropriateness of lowering GSF cutoff for specific constraints. Current systems do not 
support constraint-specific GSF cutoffs. MISO will coordinate with the IMM to validate their study results, 
and to estimate initial costs and benefits. Any such changes must not negatively impact market system 
performance, market efficiency, or place unnecessary administrative burdens on MISO Operational Staff 
to identify constraints. MISO will need to prioritize any proposed development efforts along with ongoing 
system changes, such as the Market System Enhancement (MSE) program. Finally, MISO may have to 
negotiate with Congestion Management Process (CMP) participants (neighboring RTOs and Transmission 
Providers), as appropriate.  
 
Status and Next Steps: Validate IMM study results during 2020. 2019 Integrated Roadmap Priority 
(Members/IMM/MISO): (IR078) (L/H/L) Overall: Low 
 
2019-4: MODIFY CTS TO CLEAR CTS TRANSACTIONS EVERY FIVE MINUTES THROUGH UDS BASED 
ON THE MOST RECENT FIVE-MINUTE PRICES IN THE NEIGHBORING RTO AREA  
 
Until early 2019, there had been almost no participation in Coordinated Transaction Scheduling (CTS). We 
have previously shown that high transmission and energy charges have likely deterred traders from using 
CTS in lieu of traditional transaction scheduling. We have, therefore, previously recommended that MISO 
eliminates the fees it charges to CTS transactions and encourage PJM to do the same (see 
recommendation 2017-2). However, we have also concluded that persistent forecasting errors by MISO 
and PJM have likely hindered the use of CTS. Our analysis shows substantial forecast errors in the prices 
used for CTS, particularly in PJM. From April through December, the average absolute value of the 
forecast error (between PJM’s real-time LMPs and its forecast prices) was 32.6 percent, while the 
comparable average error for MISO was 16.8 percent.  When combined, these errors severely hinder the 
effectiveness of CTS in improving pricing at the interface, as well as clearing many transactions that are 
uneconomic based on real-time spreads or not clearing transactions that would otherwise be economic. 
Given the timing of the forecasts and the resources necessary to improve them, we have little optimism 
that substantially improving the forecasts is possible. Hence, we recommend the RTOs modify the CTS to 
clear CTS transactions every 5 minutes through UDS based on the most recent 5-minute prices in the 
neighboring RTO area. The most recent 5-minute prices are a much more accurate forecast of the prices 
in the next 5 minutes. Additionally, making adjustments every 5 minutes rather than every 15 minutes 
would result in more measured and dynamic adjustments that would achieve larger savings.  
 
Status: This is a new recommendation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
2017-2: REMOVE TRANSMISSION CHARGES FROM COORDINATED TRANSACTION SCHEDULES (CTS) 
TRANSACTIONS  
 
CTS with PJM was implemented in October 2017. It promised substantial economic benefits by adjusting 
the scheduled interchange based on forecasted energy prices in the two RTO areas. For example, if real-
time prices are $40 per MWh in MISO and $25 per MWh in PJM, the CTS will increase net imports into 
MISO and save $15 per MWh. Hence, these transactions give the RTOs the ability to dynamically schedule 
the interface and lower the costs of serving load in both regions. We had advised that the RTOs not apply 
transmission charges or allocate costs to these transactions because they do not cause any of these costs. 
Nonetheless, MISO and PJM apply transmission reservation charges to these transactions when they are 
offered (not just when they are scheduled) and additional charges when they are scheduled, which are 
substantial. Given that a small portion of the offered transactions are scheduled, the reservation charges 
alone translate to $2.15 per MWh on scheduled imports and more than $6 per MWh on scheduled exports 
and make it virtually eliminate the incentive to submit CTS bids and offers. This is consistent with reality – 
CTS offers were small initially in November 2017 but have fallen consistently and were effectively zero 
for the majority of months in 2018. This is regrettable because CTS promises substantial savings and 
required considerable resources to implement. Therefore, we recommend that MISO unilaterally 
eliminate all charges from CTS transactions. Although MISO should encourage PJM to do the same, there 
is no reason to wait for PJM to agree to eliminate its charges. MISO should also eliminate the requirement 
that participants reserve transmission for CTS transactions since the RTOs can make interface 
adjustments by directly utilizing any and all available transmission capability in real time. Hence, there is 
no reason to require participants to reserve transmission for these transactions.  
 
MISO Response, Status and Next Steps: MISO agrees that CTS is not performing as desired, however, 
MISO requires further evaluation of the recommended solution of eliminating transmission service 
reservations and associated charges. While the underperformance is a concern, based on MISO’s own 
quantitative and qualitative assessment, MISO has concluded that the impact of the IMM’s proposed 
solution would have, at best, limited impact on product use. Instead, MISO believes a more holistic 
approach to address impediments, including but not limited to the transmission charge issue noted by the 
IMM is needed to meaningfully improve the underperformance. Prior to the IMM recommendation, MISO 
had already been exploring these issues and proposes to continue that holistic assessment jointly with the 
IMM in the fashion noted below in the next steps section. Since implementing CTS in October 2017, MISO 
has observed very low participation and very low clearing volumes of the product. Given the low 
participation, MISO uncovered significant issues impacting CTS profitability and CTS activity through 
detailed quantitative analysis and interviewing the most active CTS traders. Impacts included: 
 

• Forecast errors – CTS transactions are submitted 75 minutes ahead of the market interval and 
cleared ~20 minutes ahead based on forecasted interface prices. These forecasts have shown 
significant errors, impacting product clearing and bid strategies.  

• Price risk – CTS transactions are settled on actual ex-post interface prices. Market Participants 
bear all the settlement risk on differences between forecasted prices and ex-post prices. 

• Cost allocation, including Transmission Service charges – While MISO has exempted CTS 
Transactions from certain uplift charges, transmission is required to submit bids/offers and MISO 
charges for Transmission Service Reservations that sink into PJM. PJM has elected not to exempt 
CTS from uplift charges or Transmission Service Charges.  

• Intra-hour scheduling flexibility – CTS was conceived and designed prior to FERC’s Order 764, 
requiring intra-hour scheduling flexibility. As a result, since mid-2015, Market Participants have 
the ability to submit and adjust schedules up to 20 minutes prior to the start of the scheduled 
interval, including within the hour. Based on outreach to stakeholders, potential CTS traders 
prefer intra-hour fixed schedules over CTS due to less expected price volatility and forecast error. 

• MISO’s own estimate of transmission charges assessed to CTS bids is $2.61 per MWh on MISO 
exports to PJM, while imports into MISO from PJM incur no transmission charges. The difference 
between MISO’s estimates for imports and the IMM’s estimates, noted above, is due to the 
availability and utilization of “Spot-In” service for imports which has no associated charges. For 
exports, the IMM based this charge on the Regional Through and Out rate; however, MISO has a 
$0 out rate (Schedule 8) to PJM in order to eliminate the rate pancaking. The remainder of the 
$2.57 is made up of scheduling, voltage, and MVP charges applied only to exports. 
 



 
 
 

MISO has also concluded that while completely removing all transmission charges may slightly improve 
utilization of CTS, such an exemption may also preferentially treat CTS use of the transmission system 
over other uses. Generally, stakeholders want to ensure equitable payment for use of the transmission 
system. Reservations are the traditional way to ensure this, but other ways of allocating transmission 
charges after the fact exist in other markets. For example, ISO-NE and NYISO allocate transmission 
charges when CTS clears. This issue was submitted as an Integrated Roadmap candidate by the IMM and 
was included for prioritization from stakeholders. In 2018, MISO and voting stakeholders ranked this item 
as a low priority while the IMM ranked it as medium. This item was placed in the Integrated Roadmap 
Parking Lot in 2018 and will be Inactive in 2019 in the Integrated Roadmap. MISO will continue to evaluate 
the performance of CTS including a performance review of the second year’s results at the November 
2019 Joint and Common Market meeting with PJM. As time allows, MISO may perform additional 
evaluation and analysis of the issues noted by traders including forecast accuracy, price risk, and intra-
hour scheduling flexibility. MISO will also work with the IMM to better identify appropriate actions.  
 
Status (2018/2019): Inactive / Inactive 2019 Integrated Roadmap Priority (Members/IMM/MISO): 
(IR066) (L/H/-) Overall: Parking Lot 
 
2012-3: REMOVE EXTERNAL CONGESTION FROM INTERFACE PRICES  
 
When MISO includes congestion associated with external constraints in its interface prices, this 
congestion pricing is inefficient because it is generally not accurate and duplicates the congestion pricing 
by the external system operator. In addition, external operators provide MISO no credit for making these 
payments, neither through the TLR process nor the market-to-market process. Hence, they are both 
inefficient and costly to MISO’s customers. To fully address these concerns, we continue to recommend 
that MISO eliminate the portions of the congestion components of each of MISO’s interface prices 
associated with the external constraints.  
 
MISO Response, Status and Next Steps: MISO agrees pricing could be improved by removal of external 
congestion and achieved a bulk of improvements with PJM price reforms. Non-market interfaces could 
also benefit from improved congestion pricing. However, MISO requires further evaluation in order to 
develop costs, benefits and feasible solutions to the issue. Initial evaluation shows that resolution will 
require solutions to be implemented in MISO’s Market Systems. MISO is currently deferring work on 
implementing any solution until full implementation of Market Systems Enhancement. Due to resource 
constraints, including focus on the Market System Enhancement, MISO is deferring further evaluation of 
this issue and recommendation, likely for at least the next few years. This item was not prioritized with 
other 2019 Integrated Roadmap items and will be evaluated pending staff availability and further 
investigation by MISO.  
 
Status (2018/2019): Inactive/ Inactive 
 

 


